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In recent years, multihop wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are widely developed 
and applied to data collections in multifarious environments by establishing 
reliable transmission radio links and employing data aggregation algorithms, which 
can eliminate redundant transmissions and provide fusion information during 
hop-by-hop transmissions. In order to improve the utilizations of WSNs, the 
optimization of multihop communications is investigated in this dissertation. 
Considering that the essential task of WSNs is to collect sensing data from 
distribution areas for surveillance or monitoring in various applications, energy 
efficiency as the performance metric is presented for evaluating network utilities in 
our research, which consists of not only energy consumptions on devices but also the 
amount of received data by the base station (BS). From a practical point of view, in 
order to accurately and realistically evaluate the performance, firstly we perform a 
measurement of the energy dissipation for each operation state of a device and 
establish an energy consumption model for a practical WSN. Moreover, according to 
the fact that connectivity is the prerequisite to provide reliable transmission links 
for energy efficient communications in real-world scenarios, a theoretic model of 
connectivity is proposed for estimating connection probability with received signal 
strength indication (RSSI) value, combining the realistic radio link model in the 
channel, the received signal processing of devices, measurements on environments 
and experimental results of success transmission probabilities. An approximation 
model of connectivity originating from the theoretic model is also represented for 
performing estimations on a device, which is limited memory and processing. We 
compare proposed connectivity estimation with experimental results in terms of the 
average connection probability with the average received signal power in different 
environments, node distributions and lengths of packets. The results show that the 
parameters of connectivity models are well-matched with real circumstances. And 
the proposal can estimate the relatively accurate average connection probabilities 
by average RSSI values. 
 
Furthermore, concentrating on multihop communications with the above system 
prerequisites and experiments on WSNs, the optimization (maximization) of the 
performance metric is proposed by a realistic graphical approach for generating 
optimum tree networks from Nash equilibrium in the graphical game theory. In 
order to achieve complete efficiency optimization, we propose a graphical game 
theoretic model and optimization procedure, considering realistic energy 
consumptions and connectivity. The proposed approach consists of a distributed 
protocol for generating the tree network of optimum energy efficiency in a practical 
WSN. Moreover, we perform experiments in three environments to quantitatively 
evaluate the proposal, considering different characteristics of connectivity and 
distributions of sensor nodes. The experimental results show energy efficient 
multihop communications can be achieved from optimum tree networks by the 
approach. The tree structure is also presented for each environment. The 
comparisons with other algorithms are presented for the metric with respect to 
network energy consumptions and the amount of received data by BS. The results 
show that our proposal can accomplish more energy efficiency than the scheme 
minimizing energy consumptions and the mechanism maximizing packet delivery 
probability to BS. The optimum energy efficiency is provided for quantitative 
analysis and discussion. For reducing computational complexity and representation 
size of our proposal in the graphical game, approximate algorithms are discussed 
from the results by restricting the local neighborhood size and decreasing repeat 
times. In this dissertation, our contribution is that all proposals are implemented 
and investigated in experiments for applying to actual networks, where the radio is 
in the 2.4 GHz unlicensed ISM band. According to multifarious applications for 
multihop communications, our proposed approach can also be available for other 
user-defined utility functions.  
